Coax Cable Stripper Instructions
HT-STRIP400-1 / HT-STRIP600-1

1. Using a good pair of cable cutters, cut the cable squarely.

2. Due to the cable cutting operation, the cable end will be somewhat flattened. (Fig. 1)

3. Reform flatten cable end to a round form, and then visually inspect the cable end to ensure that the center conductor is centered within the cable. (Fig. 2)

4. In order to cut conductor to required length, position strip tool with #1 Cut End on cable (marked on tool)

5. Rotate strip tool clockwise with forward pressure until tool turns easily. This indicates that the first cut is completed, and the center conductor is exposed. (Fig. 3) Remove the strip tool.

6. To remove the jacket from the cable, turn tool around to #2 Cut End (marked on tool), and position on cable.

7. Rotate with minimal forward pressure until tool rotates freely, exposing the braid. (Fig. 4) Remove tool.

CAUTION:
Do not place fingers inside the strip tool. Tool contains very sharp cutting blades.